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 To amend in "Regulations of the point-reitting system of knowledge assessment 

students studying at the KSMA.  I. K. Akhunbayeva» 

 
 Based on the decision Faculty of Academic Council (extract from protocol N-7 of 

25.03.2021), in order to improve the quality of the educational process and constructive 

assessment of students' knowledge,  order: 

І. Make the following changes and additions to the regulation "On point-rating system": 

the system of assessment of students ' knowledge in the KSMA I. K. Akhunbayev": 

1. In section 3. Model of a point-rating system for assessing students ' knowledge: 

a) paragraphs 3.1 and 3 3. set out in the following wording. 

5.  The BRS is implemented in accordance with the reiiting plan of discipline (RCD), which 

contains information about the structure of disciplinary modules and the ranges of 

points awarded. 

3.5. Rating plans for each discipline should be brought to the attention of the stu- 

dents at the first lesson on discipline. 

d) Paragraph 3. 4. be considered invalid. 

2. Section 4. "Procedure of  forming a student's  rating indexniv »: ah) points of interest 

4. 1. 4. ; 4. 2,4. and 4. 2.9 state in the following wording. 

4. 1,4. working out absences of practical  classes for a good  reason of 

the student receives points of the current rating (according to the 5- point system). 

 working out absences of practical classes for a disrespectful reason, the student receives a 

score not higher than " 4 " (on the first attempt) and no higher than " 3 " (in all other 

cases). 

#. 2. 4. If the student has no academic debt, but his current rating is below the credit 

minimum, is not allowed to pass the module control. The student must improve his rating 

(collect the missing number of points on topics where his score for the lesson was "1" - "2") 

by completing additional tasks provided for in the course of studying this topic. At the 

same time, repeated score  must not exceed "3". 

4. 2.9. Module control is not performed: 

if volume of disiiiplines < 0.7 credits per semester; 

for subjects related to courses of  students ' choice; 



- in the discipline "physical education and sports". 

6) item 4. 2.5. consider it invalid. 

3. In section 7. "Procedure for conducting the final control on the DNSTSP") 

Paragraph 7. 7.4. should read as  follows.’ 

In the case, when the form of final control (IR) is a credit, student is considered 

attested in the discipline if the final  rating (IR=SR/SSR+BB) it is not less than 60 points. 
In the case when the form IR is exam among, a student is considered eligible for the 

exam if the milestone rating (PP) it is not less than 54 points. 

At the same time, the student can be exempted from the exam with  the entry in 

exam sheet 8.6 points for the exam and grades " excellent»: 

- according to the PVS of the discipline, if the sum of points scored by them is 

PP+BB = 81-100, provided the semesters have a rating (CP) for each semester (if the 

discipline has a duration of more than one semester) * 88 points- 

for an interdisciplinary module, if набранная им сумма the total score of PP+BB is 

81-100, provided that the CP for each discipline (part of the module)  is 88 points. 

When a student is released from taking the exam, the department at the end of the credit 

week must provide the dean 's office with a protocol from the minutes of the cathedral 

meeting with the attached agreed list of students released from passing the final exam.. 

 If student extends the test week for any discipline for a disrespectful reason , the 

exemption from all exams is automatically canceled. 

Students who  score PP+BB < 81 points are required to pass the IOT exam . 

6) Add the next item ( new version number 7.14). 

If a student passes a repeated course of study, his exam score  should not exceed 

"8", regardless of the number of correct answers to the test tasks. At the same time, it is 

calculated lIR and in the statement of credit book , the following assessment  issued:: 

- if The IR is in the range from 60 to 85 points — the score corresponding to these points; 

- ifThe IR is in the range from 86 to 100 points — The IR is equal to 85 points and is rated 

"good". 

II. Control over the execution of this order should be entrusted to the Vice-rector for Academic 

Affairs Alymbaev E.Sh. 
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